GAS FREESTANDING RANGES AND VENTILATION PAIRING GUIDE
GAS FREESTANDING RANGES

30” REAR CONTROL

KFGG500E

KFGD500E

30” FRONT CONTROL

KFDD500ESS

KSGG700E

KSGB900E

YKSDB900ESS

KSDG950ESS

UNDER CABINET HOODS
30” - KVUB400GSS
36” - KVUB406GSS
30” - KVUB600DSS
36” - KVUB606DSS
30” - KXU2830JSS
36” - KXU2836JSS

WALL MOUNT AND
ISLAND MOUNT HOODS
30” - KVWB400DSS
36” - KVWB406DSS
30” - KVWB600HBS
36” - KVWB606HBS
36” - KVIB606DSS

PRO STYLE VENTILATION
AND LINERS
30” - KVUC600JSS
36” - KVUC606JSS
36” - KVWC906JSS
48” - KVWC908JSS
36” - KVWC956JSS
48” - KVWC958JSS
30” - UVL5430JSS
36” - UVL6036JSS*
48” - UVL6048JSS*

* Custom hood liners can be used with any of the following blower motors:
UXB1200DYS (1,170 CFM), UXI1200DYS (1,200 CFM), UXB0600DYS (585 CFM)
** Motor Class CFM rating
			
Observe all governing codes and ordinances. Have a qualified technician install the range hood. It is the installer’s responsibility to comply with
installation clearances specified on the model/serial/rating plate. The model/serial/ rating plate is located inside the range hood on the rear wall
of the range hood. Canopy range hood location should be away from strong draft areas, such as windows, doors and strong heating vents.
Cabinet opening dimensions that are shown must be used. Given dimensions provide minimum clearance. The canopy range hood is factory
set for venting through the roof or through the wall. All openings in ceiling and wall where canopy range hood will be installed must be sealed.
IMPORTANT: Dimensional specifications are provided for planning purposes only. Do not make any cutouts based on this information.
Refer to installation instructions packaged with product before selecting cabinetry, making cutouts or beginning installation.

ELECTRIC FREESTANDING RANGES AND VENTILATION PAIRING GUIDE
ELECTRIC FREESTANDING RANGES
30” REAR CONTROL

YKFEG500E

YKFEG510ESS

YKFED500ESS

30” FRONT CONTROL

YKFID500ESS

YKSEG700E

YKSEB900E

KSEG950ESS

UNDER CABINET HOODS
30” - KVUB400GSS
36” - KVUB406GSS
30” - KVUB600DSS
36” - KVUB606DSS
30” - KXU2830JSS
36” - KXU2836JSS

WALL MOUNT AND
ISLAND MOUNT HOODS
30” - KVWB400DSS
36” - KVWB406DSS
30” - KVWB600HBS
36” - KVWB606HBS
36” - KVIB606DSS

PRO STYLE VENTILATION
AND LINERS
30” - KVUC600JSS
36” - KVUC606JSS
36” - KVWC906JSS
48” - KVWC908JSS
36” - KVWC956JSS
48” - KVWC958JSS
30” - UVL5430JSS
36” - UVL6036JSS*
48” - UVL6048JSS*

* Custom hood liners can be used with any of the following blower motors:
UXB1200DYS (1,170 CFM), UXI1200DYS (1,200 CFM), UXB0600DYS (585 CFM)
** Motor Class CFM rating
			
Observe all governing codes and ordinances. Have a qualified technician install the range hood. It is the installer’s responsibility to comply with
installation clearances specified on the model/serial/rating plate. The model/serial/ rating plate is located inside the range hood on the rear wall
of the range hood. Canopy range hood location should be away from strong draft areas, such as windows, doors and strong heating vents.
Cabinet opening dimensions that are shown must be used. Given dimensions provide minimum clearance. The canopy range hood is factory
set for venting through the roof or through the wall. All openings in ceiling and wall where canopy range hood will be installed must be sealed.
IMPORTANT: Dimensional specifications are provided for planning purposes only. Do not make any cutouts based on this information.
Refer to installation instructions packaged with product before selecting cabinetry, making cutouts or beginning installation.

KSIB900ESS

COMMERCIAL STYLE RANGES / RANGETOPS AND VENTILATION PAIRING GUIDE
RANGES AND RANGETOPS
30” COMMERCIAL STYLE

36” COMMERCIAL STYLE

48” COMMERCIAL STYLE

RANGES / RANGETOPS

RANGES / RANGETOPS

RANGES / RANGETOPS

KFDC500J

KFGC500J

KCGC500JSS

KFDC506J

KFGC506J

KCGC506JSS

KFDC558J

UNDER CABINET HOODS
30” - KVUB400GSS
36” - KVUB406GSS
30” - KVUB600DSS
36” - KVUB606DSS
30” - KXU2830JSS
36” - KXU2836JSS

WALL MOUNT AND
ISLAND MOUNT HOODS
30” - KVWB400DSS
36” - KVWB406DSS
30” - KVWB600HBS
36” - KVWB606HBS
36” - KVIB606DSS

DOWNDRAFT
30” - KXD4630YSS
36” - KXD4636YSS

PRO STYLE VENTILATION
AND LINERS
30” - KVUC600JSS
36” - KVUC606JSS
36” - KVWC906JSS
48” - KVWC908JSS
36” - KVWC956JSS
48” - KVWC958JSS
30” - UVL5430JSS
36” - UVL6036JSS*
48” - UVL6048JSS*

* Custom hood liners paired with commercial style ranges and rangetops must be used with blower: UXB1200DYS (1,170 CFM)
** Motor Class CFM rating
			
Observe all governing codes and ordinances. Have a qualified technician install the range hood. It is the installer’s responsibility to comply with
installation clearances specified on the model/serial/rating plate. The model/serial/ rating plate is located inside the range hood on the rear wall
of the range hood. Canopy range hood location should be away from strong draft areas, such as windows, doors and strong heating vents.
Cabinet opening dimensions that are shown must be used. Given dimensions provide minimum clearance. The canopy range hood is factory
set for venting through the roof or through the wall. All openings in ceiling and wall where canopy range hood will be installed must be sealed.
IMPORTANT: Dimensional specifications are provided for planning purposes only. Do not make any cutouts based on this information.
Refer to installation instructions packaged with product before selecting cabinetry, making cutouts or beginning installation.

KFGC558J

KCGC558JSS

GAS COOKTOP AND VENTILATION PAIRING GUIDE
GAS COOKTOPS
30” GAS COOKTOPS
KCGS550ESS

KCGS950ESS

KCGD500GSS

36” GAS COOKTOPS
KCGD500GSS

KCGS550ESS

KCGS950ESS

KCGD500GSS

UNDER CABINET HOODS
30” - KVUB400GSS
36” - KVUB406GSS
30” - KVUB600DSS
36” - KVUB606DSS
30” - KXU2830JSS
36” - KXU2836JSS

WALL MOUNT AND
ISLAND MOUNT HOODS
30” - KVWB400DSS
36” - KVWB406DSS
30” - KVWB600HBS
36” - KVWB606HBS
36” - KVIB606DSS

DOWNDRAFT
30” - KXD4630YSS
36” - KXD4636YSS

PRO STYLE VENTILATION
AND LINERS
30” - KVUC600JSS
36” - KVUC606JSS
36” - KVWC906JSS
48” - KVWC908JSS
36” - KVWC956JSS
48” - KVWC958JSS
30” - UVL5430JSS*
36” - UVL6036JSS*
48” - UVL6048JSS*

* Custom hood liners can be used with any of the following blower motors:
UXB1200DYS (1,170 CFM), UXI1200DYS (1,200 CFM), UXB0600DYS (585 CFM)
** Motor Class CFM rating
			
Observe all governing codes and ordinances. Have a qualified technician install the range hood. It is the installer’s responsibility to comply with
installation clearances specified on the model/serial/rating plate. The model/serial/ rating plate is located inside the range hood on the rear wall
of the range hood. Canopy range hood location should be away from strong draft areas, such as windows, doors and strong heating vents.
Cabinet opening dimensions that are shown must be used. Given dimensions provide minimum clearance. The canopy range hood is factory
set for venting through the roof or through the wall. All openings in ceiling and wall where canopy range hood will be installed must be sealed.
IMPORTANT: Dimensional specifications are provided for planning purposes only. Do not make any cutouts based on this information.
Refer to installation instructions packaged with product before selecting cabinetry, making cutouts or beginning installation.

ELECTRIC COOKTOP AND VENTILATION PAIRING GUIDE
ELECTRIC COOKTOPS
30” ELECTRIC

30” INDUCTION

36” ELECTRIC

36” INDUCTION

COOKTOPS

COOKTOPS

COOKTOPS

COOKTOPS

KCES550H

KCED600G

KICU500X

KICU509X

KCES556H

KCED606G

KICU569X

UNDER CABINET HOODS
30” - KVUB400GSS
36” - KVUB406GSS
30” - KVUB600DSS
36” - KVUB606DSS
30” - KXU2830JSS
36” - KXU2836JSS

WALL MOUNT AND
ISLAND MOUNT HOODS
30” - KVWB400DSS
36” - KVWB406DSS
30” - KVWB600HBS
36” - KVWB606HBS
36” - KVIB606DSS

DOWNDRAFT
30” - KXD4630YSS
36” - KXD4636YSS

PRO STYLE VENTILATION
AND LINERS
30” - KVUC600JSS
36” - KVUC606JSS
36” - KVWC906JSS
48” - KVWC908JSS
36” - KVWC956JSS
48” - KVWC958JSS
30” - UVL5430JSS
36” - UVL6036JSS*
48” - UVL6048JSS*

* Custom hood liners can be used with any of the following blower motors:
UXB1200DYS (1,170 CFM), UXI1200DYS (1,200 CFM), UXB0600DYS (585 CFM)
** Motor Class CFM rating
			
Observe all governing codes and ordinances. Have a qualified technician install the range hood. It is the installer’s responsibility to comply with
installation clearances specified on the model/serial/rating plate. The model/serial/ rating plate is located inside the range hood on the rear wall
of the range hood. Canopy range hood location should be away from strong draft areas, such as windows, doors and strong heating vents.
Cabinet opening dimensions that are shown must be used. Given dimensions provide minimum clearance. The canopy range hood is factory
set for venting through the roof or through the wall. All openings in ceiling and wall where canopy range hood will be installed must be sealed.
IMPORTANT: Dimensional specifications are provided for planning purposes only. Do not make any cutouts based on this information.
Refer to installation instructions packaged with product before selecting cabinetry, making cutouts or beginning installation.

